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Alloreactive Memory T Cells Are Responsible for the Persistence of Graft-versus-Host Disease

Yi Zhang, Gerard Joe, Elizabeth Hexner, Jiang Zhu, and Stephen G. Emerson

Graft-vs-host disease (GVHD) is caused by a donor T cell anti-host reaction that evolves over several weeks to months, suggesting a requirement for persistent alloreactive T cells. Using the C3H.SW anti-C57BL/6 (B6) mouse model of human GVHD directed against minor histocompatibility Ags, we found that donor CD8+ T cells secreting high levels of IFN-γ in GVHD B6 mice receiving C3H.SW naive CD8+ T cells peaked by day 14, declined by day 28 after transplantation, and persisted thereafter, corresponding to the kinetics of a memory T cell response. Donor CD8+ T cells recovered on day 42 after allogeneic bone marrow transplantation expressed the phenotype of CD44highCD122highCD25low, were able to homeostatically survive in response to IL-2, IL-7, and IL-15 and rapidly proliferated upon restimulation with host dendritic cells. Both allogeneic effector memory (CD44highCD62Llow) and central memory (CD44highCD62Lhigh) CD8+ T cells were identified in B6 mice with ongoing GVHD, with effector memory CD8+ T cells as the dominant (>80%) population. Administration of these allogeneic memory CD8+ T cells into secondary B6 recipients caused virulent GVHD. A similar allogeneic memory CD4+ T cell population with the ability to mediate persistent GVHD was also identified in BALB/c mice receiving minor histocompatibility Ag-mismatched B6 T cell-replete bone marrow transplantation. These results indicate that alloreactive memory T cells are generated in vivo during GVH reactions and are able to cause GVHD, resulting in persistent host tissue injury. Thus, in vivo blockade of both alloreactive effector and memory T cell-mediated host tissue injury may prove to be valuable for GVHD prevention and treatment. The Journal of Immunology, 2005, 174: 3051–3058.
Using miHA-mismatched mouse GVHD models of human allo-BMT, we report that both donor CD8<sup>+</sup> and CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells can differentiate into alloreactive memory T cells mediating GVHD persistence. These in vivo-generated alloreactive memory T cells expressed CD44<sup>high</sup>/CD122<sup>high</sup>/CD25<sup>low</sup> memory phenotype, were able to respond to secondary stimulation of host DCs more rapidly than donor naive and effector T cells and caused persistent host tissue injury. We also found that the persistence of host miHAs was critical for functional expansion of these alloreactive memory T cells. Thus, prevention and treatment of GVHD directed against miHAs should target both alloreactive effector and memory T cell populations.

Materials and Methods

**Mice**

B6/SIL (H-2<sup>D</sup>B, CD45.1<sup>+</sup>), C3H SW (H-2<sup>D</sup>B, CD45.2<sup>+</sup>, and Ly9<sup>+</sup>), and BALB/c (H-2<sup>D</sup>B, CD45.2<sup>+</sup>) mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. Drinking water of BMT recipients was supplemented with neomycin sulfate and polymyxin B (Sigma-Aldrich) as we previously described (12, 22, 23).

**Abs, cell lines, cytokines, and flow cytometric analysis**

Biotinylated anti-mouse CD44 Ab and all other Abs used for immunofluorescence staining were obtained from BD Pharmingen. Microbead-conjugated Abs and streptavidin were purchased from Miltenyi-Biotech. B6 mouse-derived EL-4 leukemic cells (T-ALL and H-2<sup>D</sup>B) and BALB/c mouse-derived NS-1 cells (myeloma and H-2<sup>D</sup>B) were obtained from American Type Culture Collection and grown in RPMI 1640 medium (Invitrogen Life Technologies) containing 10% FBS. All the recombiant cytokines including IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-15, GM-CSF, stem cell factor, and TNF-α, were purchased from R&D Systems. H60/MHC-I tetramer (H2K<sup>K</sup>) was prepared by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases Tetramer Facility. Immunofluorescence analyses of cell surface phenotypes and intracellular cytokines were performed by FACScan (BD Biosciences) as previously described (12, 22, 24, 25).

**Cell preparations**

BM cells were prepared from donor mice as previously described (12, 22, 24, 25). T cell-depleted BM (T<sup>+</sup>) cells were isolated with anti-CD4 and anti-CD8 Ab-conjugated microbeads. CD8<sup>+</sup> and CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells from spleens and lymph nodes of mice incubated with anti-CD8 and anti-CD4 Ab-conjugated microbeads, respectively, followed by positive selection using MACS (MiniMACS; Miltenyi Biotec). CD11c<sup>+</sup> T cells were magnetically removed by anti-CD11c Ab conjugated with microbeads before purification donor T cells. To further separate CD44<sup>+</sup> CD8<sup>+</sup>, CD62L<sup>high</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells, purified CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells were stained with allophycocyanin-conjugated anti-CD44 Ab or with PE-conjugated anti-CD26L<sup>high</sup> Ab and sorted into CD44<sup>+</sup> CD8<sup>+</sup>, CD62L<sup>high</sup>CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells, and CD62L<sup>low</sup>CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells by FACS (MoFlow; DakoCytomation). The purity of each sorted T cell subset was consistently >95%. CFSE labeling of donor CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells was performed as previously described (22).

Mature DCs were prepared from B6 BM as previously described (24–26). Briefly, B6 BM were stained with biotinylated anti-c-Kit Ab, followed by streptavidin-conjugated microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec). The c-Kit<sup>+</sup> hematopoietic progenitor cells were magnetically sorted and incubated for 6 days in IMDM (Invitrogen Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% FBS in the presence of GM-CSF, stem cell factor, and IL-4. CD11c<sup>+</sup> immature DCs were magnetically sorted from this 6-day culture using anti-CD11c Ab-conjugated microbeads and stimulated with GM-CSF and TNF-α for an additional 2 days to induce their maturation.

**GVHD induction**

Mice underwent allo-BMT as previously described (12, 22, 23). Briefly, for C3H SW anti-B6 mouse GVHD, B6 recipients were irradiated with 10.0 Gy, administered in two fractions from a <sup>60</sup>Co source. C3H SW T<sup>+</sup> BM (5 × 10<sup>6</sup>), mixed with or without C3H SW CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells, were transplanted into B6 recipients via tail vein injection (four to eight mice per group per experiment) immediately after irradiation. In the B6 anti-BALB/b mouse GVHD model, BALB/b recipients were irradiated with 8.5 Gy in two separate fractions. B6 T<sup>+</sup> BM cells (5 × 10<sup>6</sup>), mixed with or without B6 BM CD8<sup>+</sup> and CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells, were transplanted into BALB/b recipients via tail vein injection. Recipient mice were weighed twice weekly and monitored for the clinical signs of acute GVHD and survival. The clinical grading criteria for the cutaneous inflammation and clinical score of acute GVHD were followed as established previously (27). Mice were killed, and specimens of liver, skin, and intestine were taken for histopathologic assessment of GVHD as previously described (28).

**Ex vivo stimulation of CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells**

Donor CD44<sup>+</sup> CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells from normal C3H SW mice or donor CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells recovered from B6 mice receiving C3H SW T<sup>+</sup> BM plus CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells were cultured in IMDM containing 10% FBS with or without addition of IL-2 (5 ng/ml), IL-7 (3 ng/ml), and IL-15 (3 ng/ml) in a 96-well plate,

![FIGURE 1. Persistence of alloreactive donor CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells in recipient mice. A, Weight changes and survival rate of lethally irradiated (10.0 Gy) mice. B, Mice were injected with 5 × 10<sup>6</sup> C3H SW T<sup>+</sup> BM, mixed with or without 2 × 10<sup>6</sup> C3H SW CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells, B and C, Mononuclear cells were recovered from the spleens and livers of B6 mice (CD45.1) receiving C3H SW T<sup>+</sup> BM and CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells (CD45.2), numerated, and stained with anti-CD45.2 and anti-CD8. The number of donor CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells was calculated after flow cytometric analysis (B). Donor lymphocytes that were separately recovered from the spleens and livers of B6 mice receiving C3H SW T<sup>+</sup> BM and CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells were cultured in the presence of anti-CD3 Ab for 12 h to measure the production of IFN-γ by intracellular cytokine staining. The number of alloreactive CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells secreting high levels of IFN-γ was calculated after flow cytometric analysis (C). All values represent the mean ± SD cell number in each group. Data shown in this study are pooled from five separate experiments. D, Lymphocytes were recovered from the spleens and livers of B6 mice receiving C3H SW T<sup>+</sup> BM and CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells on days 14 and 21, respectively, after transplantation, pooled, and stained with anti-CD45.2, anti-CD8 Abs, and FITC-annexin V for flow cytometric analysis. All values represent the mean ± SD cell percentage from three mice for each group, which represents two independent experiments.***
with or without addition of B6 BM-derived mature DCs at a DC:T cell ratio of 1:1.

Cytolytic assay

CFSE-based cytolytic assay was performed to determine the cytolytic ability of T cells as previously described (29). Donor CD8\(^+\) T cells were either freshly isolated from naive C3H.SW mice (unstimulated CD8\(^+\) T cells) or recovered from the spleens and livers of irradiated B6 mice (CD45.1) receiving B6 CD8\(^+\) T cells by MACS or FACS. The cytolytic activity was directly assessed without any additional ex vivo stimulation of these CD8\(^+\) T cells.

Statistical analysis

Survival data were analyzed by lifetable methods using the Mantel-Peto-Cox summary of \(\chi^2\). A value of \(p < 0.05\) was considered significant.

Results

Generation of allogeneic memory T cell response in recipients with ongoing GVHD

We first asked whether the allogeneic memory T cell responses develop in CD8\(^+\) T cell-dependent C3H.SW anti-B6 mouse model following the kinetics of a classical Ag-specific T cell expansion, apoptotic contraction, and survival of memory T cells. C3H.SW CD8\(^+\) T cells (2 \(\times 10^6\)) were i.v. injected into lethally irradiated B6 mice together with C3H.SW T BM (5 \(\times 10^6\)). Most of B6 mice receiving C3H.SW T BM and CD8\(^+\) T cells developed acute GVHD and died on day 50 after transplantation, whereas some survived free of clinical GVHD for >100 days (Fig. 1A). In parallel to GVHD development, donor (CD45.2\(^+\)) CD8\(^+\) T cells and CD8\(^+\) T cells secreting high levels of IFN-\(\gamma\) peaked in the livers of these B6 mice (CD45.1\(^+\)) by day 14 (2.1 \(\pm 0.27 \times 10^6\) and 0.52 \(\pm 0.048 \times 10^6\), respectively), considerably declined by day 28 (0.22 \(\pm 0.13 \times 10^6\) and 0.055 \(\pm 0.03 \times 10^6\), respectively), increased again by day 42 (0.36 \(\pm 0.29 \times 10^6\) and 0.12 \(\pm 0.1 \times 10^6\), respectively) after transplantation, and persisted thereafter (Fig. 1B and C). Similar biphasic kinetics of donor CD8\(^+\) T cells and CD8\(^+\) T cells producing high levels of IFN-\(\gamma\) were also observed in the spleens of these B6 recipients (Fig. 1B and C). The decline in donor CD8\(^+\) T cells in these B6 mice was accompanied with increased annexin V-positive donor CD8\(^+\) T cells in vivo (10.1 \(\pm 3.1\%\) on day 21 vs 4.5 \(\pm 3.0\%\) on day 14; \(p < 0.05\); Fig. 1D). In contrast, B6 mice receiving C3H.SW T BM alone did not develop any signs of GVHD and had 3- to 10-fold less donor CD8\(^+\) T cells that produced IFN-\(\gamma\) by day 42 after transplantation compared with B6 recipients of donor CD8\(^+\) T cell-replete BMT (Fig. 1C). These results suggest that a typical memory T cell response, as manifested by T cell expansion, contraction, and re-expansion, develops in recipients during the GVHD process, and a small population of alloreactive CD8\(^+\) T cells survives after the death phase of effector cells.

![FIGURE 2](http://www.jimmunol.org/)

**FIGURE 2.** Generation of allogeneic memory CD8\(^+\) T cells in recipient mice with ongoing GVHD. Mononuclear cells were separately recovered from the spleens and lymph nodes of normal C3H.SW mice or from the spleens of GVHD B6 mice (CD45.1) injected with 5 \(\times 10^6\) C3H.SW T BM and 1 \(\times 10^6\) CD44\(^-\)CD8\(^+\) T cells (CD45.2) at 10 days (day 10-CD8\(^+\)) or 42 days (day 42-CD8\(^+\)) after allo-BMT. Lymphocytes from the spleens and lymph nodes of normal C3H.SW mice were used as controls (naive CD8\(^+\)). Cells were stained with anti-CD45.2, anti-CD8, anti-CD62L, anti-CD122, anti-CD25, or IgG control for flow cytometric analysis (A). Cells were also stimulated with anti-CD3 Ab for 12 h for measuring the production of IFN-\(\gamma\) by intracellular cytokine staining, followed by flow cytometric analysis (B). Dot plots shown are gated CD8\(^+\) T cells. The values represent percentages of donor CD8 T cells in each cell fraction. C, The expression of cytotoxic molecules in naive CD44\(^-\)CD8\(^+\), day 10-CD8\(^+\), and day 42-CD8\(^+\) T cells were intracellularly stained with anti-granzyme B and anti-perforin Abs for flow cytometric analysis. Data are shown as a histogram by gating on CD8\(^+\) T cells. Values represent the percentage of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing the tested molecule. D, The ability of naive CD44\(^-\)CD8\(^+\), day 10-CD8\(^+\), and day 42-CD8\(^+\) T cells to kill EL-4 cells and NS-1 cells ex vivo was examined by a CFSE-labeling method. E and F, Magnetically sorted, naive CD44\(^-\)CD8\(^+\), day 10-CD8\(^+\), and day 42-CD8\(^+\) T cells were labeled with CFSE and separately cultured in medium containing a low dose of IL-2, IL-15, and IL-7 for 5 days. Cells were then harvested, enumerated (E), and stained with anti-CD44 and anti-CD8 Abs for flow cytometric analysis (F). Data shown are representative of three independent experiments.
Allogeneic memory CD8+ T cells are virulent GVHD inducers. A. Donor CD8+ T cells were magnetically separated from mononuclear cells recovered from the spleens and livers of GVHD B6 mice receiving C3H.SW T BM and CD8+ T cells 42 days after allo-BMT. After staining with anti-CD62L Ab, day 42-CD62Llow and day 42-CD62Lhigh CD8+ T cells were sorted, mixed with C3H.SW T BM, and transplanted into lethally irradiated secondary B6 recipient mice. B. Survival rate of B6 mice injected with alloreactive day 42-CD62Llow and day 42-CD62Lhigh CD8+ memory T cells. Data are pooled from two separate experiments, and each group contains eight recipient mice. C–E. The clinical score of cutaneous inflammation in lethally irradiated B6 mice receiving alloreactive day 42-CD62Llow and day 42-CD62Lhigh CD8+ memory T cells, as mentioned in A, was monitored and determined twice a week for 7 wk after allo-BMT (C). The liver sections of B6 mice receiving alloreactive day 42-CD62Llow and day 42-CD62Lhigh CD8+ memory T cells, as mentioned in A, were stained with H&E or immunohistochemically stained with anti-CD8 Ab (E). Histologic assessment of hepatic GVHD was performed by calculating the percentage of portal triads involved based on HE-stained liver sections from B6 recipients (D).

Alloreactive CD8+ T cells that survive the contraction phase are memory T cells

Previous studies of classical immune responses after Ag administration in vivo have demonstrated that functional memory CD8+ T cells have definitively developed in vivo by day 40 after immunization (13–15, 30). Memory CD8+ T cells express a CD44 highCD122highCD25low phenotype, exhibit homeostatic survival in the presence of cytokines such as IL-15 and IL-7 and can respond to secondary antigenic stimulation more rapidly than naive T cells (15–17, 31). To characterize in vitro and in vivo whether donor CD8+ T cells that persist in GVHD B6 mice have similar memory T cell phenotype and functions, these cells were recovered from the spleens and livers of B6 mice with ongoing GVHD on day 42 after transplantation of C3H.SW T BM. CD44+CD8+ T cells (termed day 42-CD8+). Donor CD8+ effector T cells were also isolated from B6 mice receiving C3H.SW T BM. CD44+CD8+ T cells 10 days after allo-BMT (named day 10-CD8+), at the peak of effector CD8+ T cell expansion. Host residual hematopoietic cells (CD45.1+) were magnetically depleted before isolation of donor T cells (CD45.2+) from these B6 recipient mice (CD45.1+), unless otherwise mentioned. Donor naive CD8+ T cells from normal C3H.SW mice (termed naive CD8+) were prepared as controls.

Naive CD44+CD8+ T cells from normal C3H.SW mice were CD44+CD25+CD122+ and did not produce IFN-γ (Fig. 2, A and B). They expressed lower levels of the cytotoxic molecules granzyme B and perforin compared with day 10-CD8+ effector T cells and were not cytolytic killers (Fig. 2, C and D). By contrast, both donor day 10-CD8+ and day 42-CD8+ T cells expressed CD44highCD122high and produced high levels of IFN-γ upon ex vivo stimulation (Fig. 2, A and B). These donor day 10-CD8+ and day 42-CD8+ T cells were cytolytic killers, with day 42-CD8+ T cells showing more potent ability than day 10-CD8+ T cells to kill B6 mouse-derived EL-4 leukemic cells, but not unrelated BALB/c mouse-derived NS-1 cells (Fig. 2D). Interestingly, compared with day 10-CD8+ effector cells, day 42-CD8+ T cells did not express the effector T cell marker CD25 (1.3% of day 42-CD8+ vs 11.7% of day 10-CD8+), and showed reduced levels of cytotoxic molecules of granzyme B and perforin (Fig. 2, A and C). These results suggest that donor day 42-CD8+ T cells predominantly express the phenotype of a memory T cells and contain a higher frequency of cytolytic killer cells than do day 10-CD8+ effector T cells.

We next determined whether day 42-CD8+ T cells had acquired memory T cell functions, e.g., the ability to homeostatically survive in the presence of a low dose of IL-2, IL-7, and IL-15 and the ability to rapidly proliferate in response to host mHAs. Donor naive CD44+CD8+, day 10-CD8+, and day 42-CD8+ T cells were separately labeled with CFSE and cultured in the presence of IL-2, IL-7, and IL-15. Five days later, 2- to 3-fold more donor CD8+ T cells were recovered from day 10-CD8+ and day 42-CD8+ T cell cultures compared with naive CD44+CD8+ T cell cultures (Fig. 2E). Flow cytometric analysis showed that although both donor day 42-CD8+ and day 10-CD8+ T cell populations had undergone division in this primary culture (Fig. 2F). Interestingly, when these surviving donor CD8+ T cells were harvested and re cultured in the presence of B6 DCs combined with IL-2, IL-7, and IL-15 for an additional 5 days, both day 42-CD8+ and day 10-CD8+ T cells proliferated and expanded, with day 42-CD8+ T cells dividing more vigorously than day 10-CD8+ T cells (Fig. 2F). Consequently, there were more donor CD8+ T cells recovered from day 42-CD8+ T cell cultures than from day 10-CD8+ T cell cultures (Fig. 2E). By contrast, donor naive CD8+ T cells had diminished by day 5 in the secondary culture despite host B6 DC stimulation (Fig. 2E). Furthermore, when donor day 42-CD8+ T cells from B6 mice with ongoing GVHD were further sorted into
CD62L<sup>low</sup> (2 x 10<sup>6</sup> cells/recipient) and CD62L<sup>high</sup> (0.3 x 10<sup>6</sup> cells/recipient) T cell subsets that predominantly contained effector memory (CD44<sup>high</sup>CD62L<sup>low</sup>, >95%) and central memory (CD44<sup>high</sup>CD62L<sup>high</sup>, >70%) T cells, respectively, and transplanted together with C3H.SW T<sup>+</sup> BM into lethally irradiated secondary B6 mice (Fig. 3A), both populations caused lethal GVHD with cutaneous and hepatic inflammation (Fig. 3, B–E). Taken together, these results indicate that infused donor CD<sup>8</sup> T cells can differentiate in GVHD recipients into functionally allogeneic memory T cells with the ability to homeostatically survive and to rapidly proliferate in response to host mHAs, leading to persistent GVHD.

In vivo generation of allogeneic CD<sup>4</sup><sup>+</sup> memory T cells

Although CD<sup>8</sup> T cells are the most potent effectors mediating GVHD, both CD<sup>8</sup> and CD<sup>4</sup> T cells may contribute to the induction and effector phases of GVHD (7, 32–34). We therefore asked whether allogeneic memory CD<sup>4</sup><sup>+</sup> T cells are also responsible for persistent host tissue injury in recipients. Using an established miHA-mismatched CD<sup>4</sup><sup>+</sup> T cell-dependent B6 anti-BALB/b mouse GVHD model (33, 34), donor (CD45.1<sup>+</sup>) B<sup>6</sup> T<sup>+</sup> BM (5 x 10<sup>6</sup>), mixed with or without B6 T cells (1.5 x 10<sup>6</sup> CD<sup>4</sup><sup>+</sup> + 1.5 x 10<sup>6</sup> CD<sup>8</sup><sup>+</sup> T cells), were transplanted into lethally irradiated BALB/b recipient mice (CD45.2<sup>+</sup>). BALB/b mice receiving B<sup>6</sup> T<sup>+</sup> BM+T cells, but not B<sup>6</sup> T<sup>+</sup> BM, developed severe acute GVHD, with ~70% of mice dying of GVHD by day 50 after allo-BMT (Fig. 4A). Host-reactive donor T cells (CD45.1<sup>+</sup>), including both CD<sup>4</sup><sup>+</sup> and CD<sup>8</sup><sup>+</sup> T cells, peaked between days 7 and 14, declined by day 21, and increased again by day 35 after transplantation (Fig. 4B). Staining of donor T cells with H60/MHC-I tetramers that specifically bind to allogeneic CD<sup>8</sup> T cells against H60 peptide also confirmed that the biphasic kinetics of donor CD<sup>8</sup><sup>+</sup> T cells specific to host mHA H60 were identified by flow cytometry. Dot plots show the percentages of indicated cells in each cell fraction. Data shown represent three independent experiments.

We then tested whether these allogeneic CD<sup>4</sup><sup>+</sup> T memory cells are able to induce host tissue injury. Host-reactive donor memory CD<sup>4</sup><sup>+</sup> T cells (CD45.1<sup>+</sup>) were separated from the spleens and livers of primary BALB/b mice (CD45.2<sup>+</sup>) with ongoing GVHD on day 28 or later after infusion of B<sup>6</sup> T cells and T<sup>+</sup> BM after magnetically depleting CD45.1<sup>+</sup> host residual cells and were transplanted together with B<sup>6</sup> T<sup>+</sup> BM into lethally irradiated secondary BALB/b mice. Purified naive CD<sup>4</sup><sup>+</sup> and CD<sup>8</sup><sup>+</sup> T cells isolated from normal B6 mice were transplanted into BALB/b mice as controls. All BALB/b mice receiving 5 x 10<sup>6</sup> naive T cells (containing equal numbers of CD<sup>4</sup><sup>+</sup> and CD<sup>8</sup><sup>+</sup>) and B<sup>6</sup> T<sup>+</sup> BM developed lethally acute GVHD (Fig. 5A), whereas all BALB/b mice receiving 3 x 10<sup>6</sup> or 4 x 10<sup>6</sup> naive B6 CD<sup>4</sup><sup>+</sup> T cells survived >100 days after allo-BMT, without developing any signs of acute GVHD (Fig. 5A). In contrast, as few as 4 x 10<sup>5</sup> donor memory CD<sup>4</sup><sup>+</sup> T cells recovered from primary GVHD BALB/b recipients of B<sup>6</sup> T cells caused severe GVHD in secondary BALB/b recipients, with 100% lethality (Fig. 5A). Cutaneous GVHD with lichenoid-like lesions was a prominent clinical sign of these secondary BALB/b mice receiving allogeneic memory CD<sup>4</sup><sup>+</sup> T cells from primary GVHD BALB/b mice are also potent inducers of GVHD.

Discussion

Although it is well understood that donor-derived CTL are the effector cells responsible for GVHD directed against host mHAs (1–5), little is known about the role of host-reactive donor effector-vs-memory T cells in mediating persistent host tissue injury. Our studies demonstrate that a small proportion of alloreactive T cells responsible for acute GVHD survived after the massive apoptotic death of host-reactive donor effector cells in recipient mice. These alloreactive T cells possessed memory T cell features, persisted for the lifetime of mice with ongoing GVHD, and were able to cause virulent acute GVHD when adoptively transferred into secondary recipient mice. Thus, allogeneic memory T cells generated during the development of acute GVHD against mHAs are responsible...
Our findings suggest that the allogeneic memory T cell response is an important characteristic of acute GVHD progression (10, 11, 37–40). Previous studies show that after a brisk expansion of donor T cells in the host, massive activation-induced cell death of allogeneic T cells follows (10, 11). In these studies (10, 11), both donor CD4+ and CD8+ T cells demonstrated virtually identical in vivo kinetics in recipient mice: rapid expansion by day 7 and considerable decline by day 21 after transplantation. However, these studies did not further characterize the allogeneic T cells that survived this contraction (10, 11). We found that donor T cells that survived the contraction were allogeneic memory T cells specific for host miHAs. These allogeneic memory T cells have the ability to proliferate more rapidly upon secondary host miHA stimulation and contained a higher frequency of cytotoxic killers against host cells compared with donor naive or effector T cells. Interestingly, we observed that this rapid proliferation of allogeneic donor memory T cells in secondary recipients did not result in the expansion of more effector cells than naive T cells early after transplantation (data not shown), suggesting that effector cells derived from memory T cells are as susceptible as those from naive T cells to activation-induced cell death. It is possible that GVHD in secondary recipients of allogeneic memory T cells, like the primary recipients of donor naive T cells, also requires de novo-generated donor memory T cells. This may explain why in vivo administration of allogeneic memory T cells in secondary recipients did not dramatically hasten the onset of GVHD. Thus, generation of allogeneic memory T cells determines the fate of GVHD progression or resolution, an important prognostic marker for GVHD prevention and treatment.

It is intriguing to consider the implications of allogeneic memory CD8+ T cells generated in GVHD, which is unusual among immune responses in that the stimulating Ag is never completely cleared. Previous studies indicate that memory CD8+ T cells develop after Ag clearance and death of short-lived effector cells (14–17, 31, 41). However, it is unclear whether the persistence of host miHAs affects the development of functional allogeneic memory CD8+ T cells. We found that in vivo-generated allogeneic memory CD8+ T cells in recipient mice with ongoing GVHD acquired the ability to rapidly proliferate and expand in response to host DCs in the presence of IL-2, IL-7, and IL-15. By contrast, in the absence of B6 DCs, stimulation of allogeneic memory T cells with the cytokine combination of IL-2, IL-7, and IL-15 alone merely induced their homeostatic survival. Interestingly, these allogeneic memory CD8+ T cells survived when adoptively transferred into secondary B6 mice, resulting in severe GVHD, but not when transferred into β2-microglobulin gene-deficient (β2m−/−) B6 mice (data not shown). All these data suggest that in vivo generation and maintenance of allogeneic memory T cells against host miHAs require the persistence of host Ags and functional APCs during the GVHD process. This is consistent with a recent report that donor APCs are required for maximal GVHD (42), in which de novo-generated donor APCs present host miHAs to amplify allogeneic memory T cell response. Thus, blocking the constant stimulation of host-reactive allogeneic memory T cells by host miHAs could ameliorate GVHD.
Given that allogeneic memory T cells persist in recipients with ongoing GVHD, one could ask whether allogeneic memory T cells generated during the acute GVHD process contribute to the development of chronic GVHD. Previous studies have demonstrated that up to 65% of patients with chronic GVHD have had prior acute GVHD (6). Chronic GVHD may evolve directly from the progression of acute GVHD or after a period of resolution of acute GVHD (6). Although the role of allogeneic memory T cells in mediating chronic GVHD is not yet known, current data suggest that infiltration of allogeneic memory T cells in GVHD-involved host tissues occurs in chronic GVHD (37, 38, 40). Data from our experiments using the CD4+ T cell-dependent B6 anti-BALB/c mouse model of GVHD against miHAs demonstrates that donor B6 CD44highCD62Llow CD4+ effector memory cells were the predominant CD4+ T cell population in BALB/c mice with ongoing acute GVHD on day 28 after allo-BMT. Interestingly, administration of these allogeneic memory CD4+ T cells at a dose 10 times less than naive donor CD4+ T cells caused severe GVHD in secondary BALB/c recipient mice accompanied by lichenoid cutaneous inflammation, a clinical sign also seen in recipients with chronic GVHD (6). These data suggest that alloreactive memory CD4+ T cells contain a highly enriched host-reactive donor T cell population and are responsible for persistent GVHD with clinical signs similar to chronic GVHD. Further investigation of the possible role of allogeneic memory T cells in chronic GVHD induction will prove valuable for understanding the pathophysiology of as well as establishing strategies for chronic GVHD prevention and treatment.

The data presented in this study indicate that alloreactive memory T cells recovered from mice undergoing GVHD reactions are more virulent than naive T cells from normal donors in mediating the disease. The difference may be accounted for by the fact that memory T cells were recovered from primary recipients with GVHD and were enriched in host-reactive T cells. Indeed, these alloreactive memory T cells continually expressed the activation marker CD69 and were able to directly kill host cells without ex vivo restimulation with host miHAs, indicating their recent TCR activation in vivo (15–17, 36). Interestingly, we found that although ~60–70% of the primary recipients of unmanipulated donor T cells developed severe GVHD and died by day 50 after allo-BMT, others survived >100 days without significant clinical and histological signs of GVHD (Fig. 1A and Fig. 3, C–E). Furthermore, donor CD8 T cells recovered from these primary recipients without GVHD 60 days after allo-BMT contained many fewer donor CD44highCD62Llow effector memory T cells and T cells producing IFN-γ (data not shown). Although it remains to be determined whether CD4+CD25+ regulatory T cells are responsible for the resolution of GVH responses in these primary recipients (43–47), we have recently demonstrated that unmanipulated CD8+ T cells caused much less severe GVHD than purified CD44lowCD8+ T cells (12), suggesting that this heterogeneous cell population contains cells with the ability to modulate GVHD in vivo. It will be interesting to further investigate whether memory T cells are more refractory to the inhibitory effect of regulatory T cells than naive T cells.

In summary, we demonstrate that allogeneic memory T cell responses develop in vivo in recipients with ongoing GVHD and the generation of alloreactive memory T cells against miHAs requires the persistent stimulation of host miHAs. These alloreactive memory T cells account for the persistent host tissue injury. Although current GVHD prophylaxis is focusing on effector T cell-mediated host tissue damage, our findings suggest that effective GVHD prevention and treatment can only be achieved by targeting both effector and memory T cell tissue injury.
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